Taking Care of Our Earth Song List

E-A-R-T-H - Sung to "B-I-N-G-O"
There is a planet we call home, And "Earth" is its name -E-A-R-T-H, E-A-R-T-H, E-A-R-T-H, And Earth is its name - O.
We must all work to care for her, To keep her safe and clean -C-L-E-A-N, C-L-E-A-N, C-L-E-A-N, This planet we call home.

3 R’s – Reduce, Reuse, Recycle - Sung to “Eensy Weensy Spider”
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, 3 R’s we need to know.
We have to help our planet so we can live and grow.
We might be only children but we will try you’ll see.
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, it starts with you and me.

Reduce Song - Sung to “Twinkle Twinkle …”
Reduce, reduce when you can (start with arms up and get smaller)
And give the Earth a helping hand (hold hands together)
Make less garbage every day, Use less stuff that’s the way.
Reduce, reduce when you can (start with arms up and get smaller)
And give the Earth a helping hand (hold hands together).

We Work Together - Sung to “The More We Get Together” - fun to do with shakers
(Chorus sung all together with shakers)
The more we work together, together, together
The more we work together until we STOP! (freeze)
(Adult sings only) Cause this Earth is MY Earth - And this Earth is YOUR Earth
The more we work together the happier it will be.
(Repeat chorus all together)
(Adult sings only) We can reduce and recycle - reuse and repurpose.
The more we work together the happier we will be.
(Repeat chorus all together)

If You Can Take Care of the Earth - Sung to "If You're Happy and You Know it"
If you can Take Care of the Earth, clap your hands (clap, clap).
If you can Think Before your Throw, clap your hands (clap, clap).
If you can Reduce, Reuse, Recycle then you are taking care of the Earth,
If you can Take Care of the Earth, clap your hands (clap, clap).
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Working on trash - Sung to "I've Been Working on the Railroad"
We've been working on RECYCLING, All the trash we can,
We've been working on recycling, It's a very simple plan,
Separate your glass and paper, Separate your plastic and tin.
Take the trash that you’ve recycled, To your recycling bin!

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle- Sung to “The More We Get Together”
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recycle, Recycle
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, It’s easy to do.
For YOUR world is MY world
And MY world is YOUR world.
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, It’s easy to do.

If It’s Garbage, Recycling – and you know it- Sung To "If You're Happy and You Know it"
If it’s garbage and you know it, Throw it … where? (Point to garbage can)
If it’s recycling and you know it, Throw it … where? (Point to recycling bin)
If it can be reused and you know it, Take some time before you throw it
It’s our job, and you know it, We live … HERE! (point to the earth)

Reuse it Again my Friend
Use it again my friend, use it again (cluck, cluck with mouth or snap with fingers 2 times)
Use it again my friend, use it again (cluck, cluck with mouth or snap with fingers 2 times)
Use it ONCE (hold up 1 finger)
Use it TWICE (hold up 2 fingers)
THREE times would be so nice (3 fingers)
Use it again my friend, use it again (cluck, cluck with mouth or snap with fingers 2 times).

Shake, Rattle and Roll - fun to do with shakers
Let’s Shake, Rattle and Roll, Let’s Shake, Rattle and Roll, Let’s Shake, Rattle and Roll,
Let’s shake, shake, shake (Chorus)
We’re going to reduce, reuse, recycle every day, reduce, reuse, recycle, that’s the way.
(Repeat chorus)
Let’s Think Before We Throw When we have trash, Let’s Think Before we Throw
and not throw it out fast.
(Repeat chorus)
Let’s Take Care of the Earth, everyday. Let’s Take Care of the Earth, that’s the way.
(Repeat chorus )
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